Comparison of the yeast proteome to other fungal genomes to find core fungal genes.
The purpose of this research was to search for evolutionarily conserved fungal sequences to test the hypothesis that fungi have a set of core genes that are not found in other organisms, as these genes may indicate what makes fungi different from other organisms. By comparing 6355 predicted or known yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) genes to the genomes of 13 other fungi using Standalone TBLASTN at an e-value <1E-5, a list of 3340 yeast genes was obtained with homologs present in at least 12 of 14 fungal genomes. By comparing these common fungal genes to complete genomes of animals (Fugu rubripes, Caenorhabditis elegans), plants (Arabidopsis thaliana, Oryza sativa), and bacteria (Agrobacterium tumefaciens, Xylella fastidiosa), a list of common fungal genes with homologs in these plants, animals, and bacteria was produced (938 genes), as well as a list of exclusively fungal genes without homologs in these other genomes (60 genes). To ensure that the 60 genes were exclusively fungal, these were compared using TBLASTN to the major sequence databases at GenBank: NR (nonredundant), EST (expressed sequence tags), GSS (genome survey sequences), and HTGS (unfinished high-throughput genome sequences). This resulted in 17 yeast genes with homologs in other fungal genomes, but without known homologs in other organisms. These 17 core, fungal genes were not found to differ from other yeast genes in GC content or codon usage patterns. More intensive study is required of these 17 genes and other common fungal genes to discover unique features of fungi compared to other organisms.